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 inspiron 3537 netbook and save your money abhinav: please read the information from ubottu oh brother das_: Please dont just
waste your time with useless commands. Read the manual of the package you want to install, read it and follow the instructions

there. ikonia: I am getting output on other system and on reboot I'm not getting output and not getting to login page. abhinav: ok,
so your first problem is that your install is not working bekks, its ubuntu. dont understand manual in detail bekks: so the main
problem here is that grub hasn't loaded yet? i don't know anything about ubuntu !manual | das_ das_: The Ubuntu Manual will
help you become familiar with everyday tasks such as surfing the web, listening to music and scanning documents. With an

emphasis on easy to follow instructions, it is suitable for all levels of experience. abhinav: the other system has to have a
working install for you to be able to move to the second problem axtran: Correct. bekks: I'm on the same box, just have to
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chroot ;) ikonia: what is the second problem? axtran: Ok. abhinav: you can't access your system, so you can't do a "reboot" as
your system has no boot loader ikonia: when I say I can't access my system, I mean I can't login to the gui. ikonia: I can login to
CLI ikonia: did he give a reason that would have been enough to justify a bug report? axtran: no abhinav: ok - so you have two

options ubottu, thats the one. I have a question. If I install another user account when I had multiple 82157476af
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